
Om Namo Vitragaya! 
Dada Bhagwan Na Aseem Jai Jai Kar Ho! 

Jai Sachchidanand! 
 

Param Pujya Shri KanuDadaji, Janam Din Mubarak! Happiest of Birthdays to You 
from your nanla vaahla Youth of Jai Sachchidanand Sangh! 

 
Our deepest obeisance to You today! Though we are 3 continents, 1 ocean, 
numerous seas and countries away, it is via your ‘Pratyaksh’ presence we are 
enjoying Your company in Kelanpur Tirth Kshetra today. Please do bless us today 
that this divine company may forever remain! 
 
 “Pragat Diyo ‘Aa’ ‘Dada’ Kero, Jag Prakashmaan Kare, Jag Kalyane Pragatya, 

‘Akram’ Gnan Avtaar.” 

It our most humble privilege that today we are blessed to enjoy, as Sakal 

Sanghpati Shri Sudhiruncle mentioned in Ahmedabad, the continued ‘Prakash’ of 

the Sun which is the direct presence of the ‘Akram’ science of ‘Rushabhdev Dada 

Bhagwan.’ Our heartiest lagutam-bhave pranam to Pujya Bhaveshbhai!  Enriching 

our lives with His presence was an ultimate gift we are ever gracious for!  Please 

send us Your aseem krupa to optimize and maximize our internal energies in 

sincere alliance with the opportune time of dual presence of You with Pujya 

Bhaveshbhai.  

Last year in Los Angeles, we were graced by the presence of both You and 

Bhaveshbhai. During that time, Pujya Bhaveshbhai engaged in satsang and 

activities with JSS Youth USA, shining His divo of divine light upon and which was 

surely felt by JSS Youth at large. What a marvel of vision Bhaveshbhai inspired for 

us! Please do grace us so that we may enjoy the co-presence of Pujya Dadaji and 

Pujya Bhaveshbhai once again for Gurupurnima in Dallas, TX.   

JSSY has taken great strides this past year through projects aimed at expanding 

our understanding of Gnani Purush.  After the successful interview of Manharba 

last year, JSSY was blessed to learn and share more about You through her eyes.  

We long to continue Part II of Manharba’s discussion this year to learn more 

about Pujya Bhaveshbhai through her eyes.  Also, we are most grateful to Shri 



Kaviraj, who JSSY in Mumbai had the opportunity to interview last year and share 

the melodious joys of the divine pads.   

In addition to the “Through the Eyes of Manharba” Project, please bless natural 

essay contest [race for abhedhta] again this year:  “Nischetan Chetan and Dadai 

Living.”   

We are looking forward to Pujya Bhaveshbhai’s presence, guidance, wisdom, and 

involvement with JSS Youth Worldwide.   

With our most humble of requests, we extend an early warm and ardent 

invitation to You, Manharba,  all Aptaputras, Pujya Shri Kaviraj , Pujya Amin Shaeb 

and the entire Jai Sachchidanand Sangh Vadils and Mahatmas worldwide and 

Youth around the globe to the Gurupurnima and International Youth Shibir in 

Dallas, TX in July 2013!!! Once again, Happiest Birthday and our deepest 

obeisance to You and Manharba today. 

Jai Sachchidanand,     JSSY Worldwide  


